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0 of 0 review helpful This is a fine novel By Customer Nadelson has written a novel with some of the delights and 
surprises of the Coen brothers A Serious Man Isaac Singer the schlemiel literary figure Proust word associations as 
time triggers for remembering and the rich language and lyric evocations of good poetry The protagonist swings us 
through his tricky world of second marriages and step kids but saves h Every night after the kids have gone to bed he 
searches for their shoes They might be anywhere under the family room couch in the middle of the kitchen floor on the 
basement landing or if it s warm enough out on the lawn growing damp with dew This is one of his contributions to 
the efficient running of the household maybe his most important contribution though not the most visible If anyone has 
noticed none has said a word He performs the task q About the Author Scott Nadelson is the author of three story 
collections most recently Aftermath and a memoir The Next Scott Nadelson A Life in Progress Winner of the Reform 
Judaism Fiction Prize the Great Lakes Colleges Association New 
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